Conductix-Wampfler, World Leader in Intelligent Energy and Data Transmission Systems

The widest range of products and solutions:
- Conductor Bars
- Spring Cable and Hose Reels
- Microlite Cable and Hose Reels
- Festoon Systems
- Slip Ring Assemblies
- Energy Guiding Chains
- Inductive Power Transfer (IPT®)
- Workstation Equipment
- Buffers

Conductix-Wampfler:
- Part of the French company DELACHAUX
- More than 1,000 employees on 5 continents
- Over 200 Million Euros in sales
- Largest sales and service network worldwide – with 14 Marketing and Sales Organizations and several representatives present all around the globe
- Application expertise in our customers’ respective fields
- Four Centers of Excellence with R&D, product management and production

Inductive Power Transfer IPT®
Motorized Reels
Spring Reels
Cable Chains
Buffers
Ergonomic Handling Systems
Slip Ring Assemblies
Festoon Systems